
The person with autism 

How do we educate the person with autism 

 

 

 

The person with autism is the person who has different brain compared with other people. 

For many years, some psychologists have researched the person with autism to help it. The 

plan of my project is as follows; firstly, this essay will explain content of “What is autism?”. 

This essay will consider there are each different feature which most people with autism have 

all over the world, so at first, we should understand each different type of them and secondly, 

this essay would like to tell you about “Communication” due to cause accident between them 

and the person who is not autistic in the Communication. Some parent of them do not know 

how to tell them about Communication. This essay will focus this problem. Thirdly, this essay 

will talk about “Education”. most of them has special brain compared with the person who is 

not autistic. They need to have some lessons for them only in order to keep their habitat 

remaining and impossible to take a common lesson in the mainstream for some person of 

autism.  

Finally, This essay will focus “EXAM which many people worry about ”. we need to think 

about this problem as well. Therefore, this essay will tell you about this topic. The aim of this 

project is to help the person with autism in the future. 

 

 

What is autism? 
The person with autism has different feature compared with most people in any country. 

Firstly, they tend to have extremes five senses since they born by their mother’s effort and 

father’s effort as well. For example, some people with autism have sensitive skin which does 

not relate symptoms of rough skin which some people have in the world and sensitive hearing. 

They are listening to loud sound such as what they are staying loud live music club as well. 

On the other hand, some person with autism has sensitive taste or different taste. One person 

with autism feel like taste which was mixed between two extreme different taste of food by 

food of different type. Also, people with autism can concentrate on a narrow range. They have 

hobby and interests of stop . Then part 2 have hobby with interest which most other people 



usually do not focus on. In other word, they often do not have most of interest such as 

something which most people like. Also, they are not good at reading between the lines any 

situation as well. Their ability of brain is unbalance in learning something. It means that some 

people extreme are good at memory. So, it causes there will be quite difference between 

common people and person with autism. 

 

 

Communication 
They have unique characteristic compared with common people in the ability of conversation. 

They are not good at conversation with each other. This sentence means that one person with 

autism just speak many words before opponent start speak one phrase such as not allowing to 

talk for opponent. 

They are just talking used long time themselves on the situation when they will be talking each 

other and in the conversation, They have original custom which most common people do not 

have in the world. If we will explain a little bit detail about something and too much 

information about some question and just not clear sentence like avoiding the important 

points, they will be confused inside their brain so that we give them complex information for 

them. 

Therefore, We should use their name at the beginning in order that they are able to 

understand by them you are talking to them and we need to make sure they are careful before 

you will ask a question or give an instruction so that the signs that somebody is paying 

attention will be different for every different people, also you must use their strong interest, 

or the activity they are doing at present, to engage them.(National Autistic Society,2019 ) 

Some people with autism have different custom compared with common people who do not 

have custom of them. 

 This essay will focus on “Supporting Conversation Development” to speak you with person 

with autism. Because we should grow up in knowledge of autism to save them from child to 

adults who already are working somewhere. 

(National autistic Society ,Communicating , try gesture and visual supports) state, when 

offering a drinking such as holding a glass in one hand also bringing it our mouth and nod / 

shake our head for “ yes ” and  “ no ”,we must wave our hand for “ Hello ”and  “ goodbye ”.It 

means that we can follow them by this method which is one of best way to be able to keep 

conversation between our life and their life. 

There is a way to sing song s with the person with autism , pausing to see if they will be able 

to sing the next part as well and we must prompt them with a sound cue and we should use 



role play to model social interaction or explore how things may go wrong how to avoid the 

situation (National Autistic Society,2019) 

As a result, this supporting essay makes you wise, in conversation with them to learn many 

ways which are very good support for them. 

 

 

Education 
 Most parents on a people with autism who will choose different way in order to save their 

life need to decide on a course and how to educate them in the future. 

Firstly, (National Autistic Society,2019) state, we must find out what options we might have 

and what needs to be thought about when choosing between mainstream and special school 

also we might be wondering whether our child will benefit from being educated at home. We 

should look for the possible reasons for home-educating our child, what the law says about 

home education, and how to go about it if you will decide home education is the right option 

– as well as useful contacts and resources as well. This problem is really important in the taking  

of school exams for the all who will go to some school until graduation. If we mistakes are 

made in the choosing school, they need to spend long time in the bad environment. It cause 

that they suddenly might be absent from school when their parent do not notice . 

Therefore, most parents need to consider on autistic course and how to educate them in the 

future. 

Secondly, homework which is hated by most people, is a more serious problem for people with 

autism. 

(National Autistic Society,2019) said, homework is not suitable at their level of skills and 

needs so they find it too difficult, become frustrated and then would not like to work at home. 

Also, (National Autistic Society,2019) said, Visual supports can be used to communicate with 

people on the autism spectrum. They are adaptable, portable and can be used in most 

situations, on the other hand Visual supports will be able to support to provide structure and 

routine, encourage independence, build confidence, improve seeing, avoid frustration and 

anxiety, and provide chance to interact with others.  

 

 

EXAMS   
Some person with autism sometimes will have a exam which is difficult for them because they 

have a different brain. If we support them the same as other student, they feel the exams is 



very hard. 

 (National Autistic Society,2019) said, 

We need to think about the young person’s ability to imitate with the additional pressure and 

decide on the number of exams to be taken accordingly, also we should encourage pupils and 

students to point on the exams where they are most interested in the tittle, and we need to 

consider any diagnoses that could be giving a false expression of their abilities, hyperlexia who 

has interest in the symbol to mathematics stronger. In my opinion, I agree with this article. 

Because this essay can relate common people who will be able to live a life easily in contrast 

with people with autism. This way will make common people happy in the any situation as 

well, but people with autism cannot focus common people’s way which make common people 

happy. 

So, we need to be careful this relationship between policy of person with autism and policy of 

common people. 

Therefore, they sometimes will take the exam which is difficult for them so they have different 

brain. We need to make environment for them such they will be able to do their best in the 

exam.    

 

 

Conclusion 
They have several feature such as sensitive five sense, conversation ability, method in taking 

a lesson. Some researcher who are studying autism are focusing on this topic at present. The 

project “What is autism?” could introduce there are each different characteristic which some 

people with autism have in the world, also this essay was really important for the people ,who 

do not recognize ever, and secondly, this paper focused about “Communication” in order to 

prevent misunderstandings between them and the people who are not autistic in the 

communication. This information which National Autistic Society recommend for everyone 

is good for parent who has a child with autism. Thirdly, this project could talk about 

“Education”. They need to have it for them only to remain their habitat and impossible to take 

a common lesson in the mainstream for some people with autism. As a result, this essay told 

you about this topic. The aim of this project is to assist the person with autism in the future. 
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